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Abstract

Several machine learning-based spoiler detec-
tion models have been proposed recently to
protect users from spoilers on review websites.
Although dependency relations between con-
text words are important for detecting spoilers,
current attention-based spoiler detection mod-
els are insufficient for utilizing dependency re-
lations. To address this problem, we propose
a new spoiler detection model called SDGNN
that is based on syntax-aware graph neural
networks. In the experiments on two real-
world benchmark datasets, we show that our
SDGNN outperforms the existing spoiler de-
tection models.

1 Introduction

Spoilers on review websites, which reveal criti-
cal details of the original works, can ruin an ap-
preciation for the works. Review websites, such
as Rotten Tomato, IMDb, and Metacritic, provide
self-reporting systems that tag spoiler information
to warn users of spoilers. However, since self-
reporting systems depend solely on the active par-
ticipation of users, they cannot handle the fast-
growing volume of newly generated reviews. Dur-
ing the past decade, several machine learning-based
spoiler detection (SD) models have been proposed
to solve the inefficiency of self-reporting systems.
Guo and Ramakrishnan (2010) proposed an auto-
matic SD model that measures the similarity be-
tween reviews and synopses of movies. Support
vector machine (SVM)-based SD models using
handcrafted features have been proposed (Boyd-
Graber et al., 2013; Jeon et al., 2016). Recently,
attention-based SD models that utilize metadata of
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Figure 1: Attention-based models focused on the word
“killing” because the word is frequently used in spoiler
sentences, which results in incorrect predictions.

review documents achieve state-of-the-art perfor-
mance on the SD task (Chang et al., 2018; Wan
et al., 2019).

However, the attention-based SD models have
a lack of using dependency relations between con-
text words. Dependency relations are useful for
capturing the semantics of given sentences and de-
tecting spoilers. As shown in Figure 1, although
the phrase “killing me” is not a spoiler because
the phrase is a metaphor, the attention-based SD
models often focus on the word “killing” and clas-
sify sentences that contain the phrase “killing me”
as spoilers. By providing the information that the
word “me” is used as the direct object of the verb
“killing,” SD models can understand that the phrase
is a metaphor.

In this paper, we propose SDGNN, which is
a new Spoiler Detection model based on syntax-
aware Graph Neural Networks (GNNs) (Marcheg-
giani and Titov, 2017) for leveraging dependency
relations between context words in sentences to
fully capture the semantics. With the success of
GNNs We also propose a dependency relation-
aware attention mechanism, which is a modifi-
cation of the gating mechanism used by syntax-
aware GNNs, to be suitable for the spoiler detection
task. In SD, considering the relative importance of
dependency relations. However, existing syntax-
aware GNN-based models compute the importance
of each dependency relation individually in sen-
tences without considering the context of the given
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sentence. Our proposed dependency relation-aware
attention mechanism considers the relative impor-
tance of dependency relations. Also, we adopt a
previously proposed genre-aware pooling method
(Chang et al., 2018) to utilize the genre of works
efficiently. In the experiments, we demonstrate the
effectiveness of SDGNN on two real-world bench-
mark datasets in both quantitative and qualitative
ways.

2 Our Approach

SDGNN classifies whether a given sentence x =
(w1, w2, · · · , wn) is a spoiler sentence. SDGNN
consists of three stages: contextualized word rep-
resentation, dependency relation-aware attention
mechanism, and genre-aware pooling.

Contextualized Word Representation Each
word w in the given sentence x is represented with
the pretrained word embedding vector (Pennington
et al., 2014). We then utilize bi-directional LSTMs
(Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) to encode con-
textualized word representations h(0) ∈ Rd.

Dependency Relation-Aware Attention Mecha-
nism While the gating mechanism in syntax-
aware GNNs (Marcheggiani and Titov, 2017;
Nguyen and Grishman, 2018) computes the scalar
weight of each dependency relation, it does not
consider the relative importance of dependency
relations, which varies depending on the context
of the given sentence. We present a dependency
relation-aware attention mechanism that considers
the relative importance of dependency relations in
the given sentence. The relation-aware attention
weights are computed as follows:
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where âkL(u,v) is a scalar attention weight of the
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where W(k) ∈ Rd×d and b(k) ∈ Rd are the weight
matrix and bias term, respectively, for the k-th layer.
f is a non-linear function. h(0) is the outputs of the
bi-directional LSTMs in the previous stage.

There are two main differences between our pro-
posed dependency-aware attention mechanism and
the gating mechanism used by syntax-aware GNNS.
First, the dependency-aware attention mechanism
employs the softmax function to capture the rel-
ative importance of dependency relations, while
the gating mechanism computes the scalar weights
by the inner-product of latent features of words
and dependency relations. Second, the gating
mechanism utilizes only three dependency rela-
tions (forward, backward, and self ) because of
the over-parameterization issue. On the other
hand, our proposed dependency relation-aware at-
tention mechanism utilizes all the 82 types of de-
pendency relations without suffering from the over-
parameterization issue since the weight matrix in
Equation 3 does not depend on the number of re-
lations. The number of trainable parameters of
SDGNN is proportionate to d2 while that of syntax-
aware GNNs is proportionate to |L| · d2, where |L|
is the number of relations.

Genre-Aware Pooling Genre information is use-
ful for detecting spoilers. To leverage genre infor-
mation, we employ a genre-aware pooling method
following Chang et al. (2018). The genre-aware
pooling computes the attention weights between
the latent features of words and a genre feature
captured from genre information of works. We
then obtain a latent feature vector x for the given
sentence x.

Optimization We compute the spoiler probabil-
ity ŷ of the given sentence x with the following the
linear transformation:

ŷ = σ(wx+ b), (4)

where w and b are trainable parameters, and σ is a
sigmoid function. We use the weighted binary cross
entropy (Wan et al., 2019) as the loss function.

L = − 1

|D|
∑
xi∈D

(yilog(ŷi) + η · (1− yi)log(1− ŷi)),

(5)

where y id the ground truth of spoiler information
and D indicates the dataset. η is a hyperpameter
used to balance the number of spoiler and non-
spoiler labels in the training data. All the trainable
parameters of SDGNN are updated by minimizing
the loss function with gradient descent.
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Statistics Goodreads TVTropes

# of Training Sentences 14,007,593 11,970
# of Validation Sentences 128,718 2,808
# of Test Sentences 3,536,341 1,477
# of Edge Types 82 82
# of Genre 542 30
Avg. # of Nodes per Sentence 17.7 21.03
Avg. # of Edges per Sentence 33.4 40.06
Avg. # of Genre per Sentence 4.95 2.40

Table 1: Statistics of the datasets.

3 Experiments

3.1 Experimental Setup

Datasets We evaluated our proposed model on
the two public spoiler datasets: Goodreads (Wan
et al., 2019) and TVTropes (Boyd-Graber et al.,
2013) 1. The Goodreads dataset consists of spoiler
sentences on book reviews, and only 3.22% of en-
tire sentences are labeled as spoiler sentences. The
TVTropes dataset consists of descriptions of 884
TV programs from the TVTropes site, and 52.7%
of the descriptions are labeled as spoilers. The
statistics of the datasets are summarized in Table 1.

Baseline Models We compared our proposed
model with the following state-of-the-art SD mod-
els: SVM (Boyd-Graber et al., 2013; Jeon et al.,
2016), CNN (Kim, 2014), HAN (Yang et al., 2016),
SpoilerNet (Wan et al., 2019) and DNSD (Chang
et al., 2018). Note that the implementation de-
tails about our experiments are described in the
Appendix due to space limitations.

Metrics We use Area Under the Receiver Oper-
ating Characteristics curve (AUROC) used in Wan
et al. (2019) as an evaluation metric. We also use
an F1 score following Chang et al. (2018).

Implemention Details We trained and evaluated
the models on two TITAN X (Pascal) GPUs. We
implemented SDGNN using PyTorch v1.1. We
used Stanford CoreNLP (Manning et al., 2014) to
generate dependency parse trees. We employed
GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014) to represent word
vectors in neural network-based models including
SDGNN. Using the validation set and grid search,
we searched optimal hyper-parameters for each
SD model. All the neural network-based models
were trained with the learning rate of 0.001 and the
Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014). A batch

1We obtained the datasets from Wan et al. (2019) and
Boyd-Graber et al. (2013), respectively.

Models Goodreads TVTropes
AUROC F1 AUROC F1

SVM 0.880 0.162 0.735 0.698
TextCNN 0.904 0.188 0.779 0.738
HAN 0.915 0.190 0.785 0.750
SpoilerNet 0.924 0.194 0.808 0.768
DNSD 0.928 0.199 0.818 0.788

SDGNN 0.938 0.210 0.828 0.801

Table 2: Evaluation results on two benchmark datasets.
The best results are highlighted in bold.

Models Goodreads
AUROC F1

SytacticGCN 0.933 0.204
C-GCN 0.923 0.193

SDGNN 0.938 0.210

Table 3: Evaluation results on the Goodreads dataset.

size of 1024 was used for training TextCNN, HAN,
and DNSD, and a batch size of 512 was used for
training SpoilerNet and SDGNN. To prevent over-
fitting, we applied L2-normalization with λ = 1e-5
and a dropout rate of 0.5. For TextCNN, we used 50
filters with kernel sizes of 3, 4, and 5. For efficient
training on deep learning libraries, SDGNN set the
maximum number of words to 50. For SDGNN,
we used Leaky ReLU for the non-linear function g,
and ReLU for f . We set k = 2 for SyntacticGCN,
C-GCN, and SDGNN. We use η = 0.05 for the
Goodreads dataset, which is unbalanced.

3.2 Results
The experimental results are summarized in Table 2.
Evaluation results show that our proposed SDGNN
outperforms all the baseline models including
attention-based models. This result demonstrates
that our proposed dependency relation-aware at-
tention mechanism contributes to improving SD
performance.

4 Analysis and Discussion

4.1 Analysis of Relative Importance
To further demonstrate the usefulness of the relative
importance of dependency relations, we conducted
quantitative and qualitative analysis.

Quantitative We compared SDGNN with the
more syntax-aware GNN-based models, Syntac-
ticGCN (Marcheggiani and Titov, 2017) and C-
GCN (Zhang et al., 2018). We trained and eval-
uated the models on the Goodreads dataset. We
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Models Genres Sentences Prediction Label

DNSD
Romance it ’s killing me but i think i ’ll forgive him no matter

Positive Negative
what he did or did n’t do .

Fantasy the villains are decidedly vicious and in some cases insane . Positive Negative

SDGNN
Romance it ’s killing me but i think i ’ll forgive him no matter Negative Negative

what he did or did n’t do .

Fantasy the villains are decidedly vicious and in some cases insane . Negative Negative

Table 4: Visualization of attention scores from DNSD, SpoilerNet, and SDGNN on test data.
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Figure 2: Partial graphs of dependency parse trees with
dependency relation-aware attention weights.

utilize contextualized word representations and the
genre-aware pooling method to SyntacticGCN and
C-GCN. The evaluation results are summarized in
Table 3. Our proposed SDGNN outperformed Syn-
tacticGCN and C-GCN. This result demonstrates
that our proposed attention mechanism is effective
by considering the relative importance of depen-
dency relations. Although SDGNN significantly re-
duced the number of parameters, SDGNN achieved
better results compared to SyntacticGCN and C-
GCN.

Qualitative In Figure 2, the attention weights
of the adverbial modifier (advmod) linked to the
words “eventually” and “viciously” are high, which
indicates that adverbial modifiers frequently can be
important hints for detecting spoilers. In the right
partial graph, the attention weight of the (dobj) is
relatively higher than that in the left partial graph.
Since the word “mother” is not typically used as
the object of the word “kill” in the original works,
the phrase “kill mother” is a critical hint in detect-
ing spoilers, and SDGNN effectively captures the
phrase.

4.2 Case Study

We sample several sentences from the test set of
the Goodreads dataset to explore how the models
detect spoilers. Table 4 shows the visualization of
attention scores in the pooling layer obtained by
DNSD and SDGNN, respectively. The first sen-
tence contains the verb “killing,” but it is not a
spoiler sentence because the phrase “killing me”

is a metaphor. In this case, DNSD failed to cor-
rectly classify the sentence since DNSD cannot
fully capture the semantics of the sentence. On the
other hand, SDGNN focused on not only the word
“killing” but also on the word “me” and classified
the sentence correctly since SDGNN employs the
dependency relation (dobj) between the word “me”
and the word “killing”.

The second sentence is a non-spoiler because it
is obvious that villains are vicious in most original
works. DNSD classified the sentence as a spoiler
because the model solely focused on individual
words such as “villains”, “vicious”, and “insane”,
rather than the understanding of the overall seman-
tics of the sentence. On the other hand, SDGNN
classified the sentence correctly as the word “are”
is used to describe characters in many cases, and
SDGNN understands the semantics of the sentence.

4.3 Discussion

Dependency Parsing on User-Generated Texts
The spoiler datasets are user-generated texts, which
are intrinsically noisy. To examine the influence of
noises on dependency parsing results and the per-
formance of SDGNN, we sampled 100 sentences
from Goodreads. We manually classified whether
the sentences are noise or not, and 28 of 100 sen-
tences were classified as noisy sentences. Depen-
dency parsing results on well-structured sentences
seem good, but dependency parsing results on noisy
sentences are poor. However, there is no signifi-
cant gap in performance. SDGNN achieved 85.7%
accuracy on noisy sentences and 87.5% accuracy
on well-structured sentences. Since our proposed
dependency relation-aware attention mechanism of
SDGNN filters noisy information, SDGNN could
detect spoilers even on noisy sentences.

Subjectivity in Judging Spoilers Since judging
a sentence as a spoiler is a subjective task, label
inconsistency occurs in spoiler datasets crawled
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from self-reporting systems. Guo and Ramakrish-
nan (2010) found that 23% of the labels of their
manually labeled data is different from the original
labels of IMDb reviews. One of the ways to miti-
gate label inconsistency is to solidify the definition
of a spoiler. Although the TV Tropes site defines
spoilers, efforts should be made for a more rigorous
and linguistic definition in future studies. Another
possible way is to employ reviewers’ information in
detecting spoilers. Reviewer biases of SpoilerNet
can alleviate label inconsistency between users.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a novel spoiler detection
model called SDGNN which is based on syntax-
aware GNNs that utilize dependency relations be-
tween context words. We also proposed a depen-
dency relation-aware attention mechanism for con-
sidering the relative importance of dependency re-
lations. In the experiments, our proposed SDGNN
model achieved the state-of-the-art performance
on two spoiler datasets. Our experimental results
demonstrate the effectiveness of dependency rela-
tions in the spoiler detection task and our depen-
dency relation-aware attention mechanism.
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